Abstract

Topic management is the awareness of how speakers deal with initiating, developing, changing, and ending a topic and how they fix the relationship when a misunderstanding occurs. It is such an important unit of conversation as it includes the transition from one strategy to the other to be accomplished in a systematic and orderly manner. These strategies are impaired in dementia patients thus lead to communication breakdown. This study aims at detecting the dementia patients' topic management strategies in selected speeches and answering the questions of which of these strategies are fully or partially detected in these speeches. The researchers use a qualitative method to examine the speeches of those patients and they adopt an eclectic model including the four strategies of topic management; they are: initiating of (Button & Casey, 1985), developing of (Leo & Thomas, 1998), changing of (Greatbach, 1986), and ending the topic of (Heydon, 2005). According to the findings of the study, patients with dementia are capable of developing conversational topics, but they are unable to initiate, change, or end the topics.
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1. Introduction

Dementia, generally speaking, is a word used to describe degenerative disorders that impair thinking and language abilities, induce a deterioration in memory function, and ultimately lead to memory loss (Alzheimer's Foundation of America, 2022). Dening and Sandilyan (2015) add that dementia is a syndrome that develops as a result of a brain disorder that is typically chronic or progressive in nature. It involves a deterioration of various higher-order cognitive processes, such as memory, thinking, comprehension, computation, learning, language, and judgment. Changes in emotional stability and social behavior frequently accompany these disabilities.

Topic management, as stated by Mentis et al. (1995), may be especially detrimental because it is a crucial level of discourse structure and a requirement for the creation of a coherent conversation. Deficits in conversational discourse are particularly significant since this aspect of language is essential to the emergence and maintenance of social contacts and relations, even though it is crucial to comprehend all aspects of language breakdown in dementia.

The absence of studies on this particular topic is what motivated the researchers to conduct the present study. Consequently, the focal point of the present study is to raise awareness of such communicative phenomenon. It delves deeper to address a knowledge gap about this phenomenon that has not been tackled before from this point of pragmatic angle. Hence this study answers the following questions:

1. Which topic management strategies are fully used?
2. Which topic management strategies are partially used?

It can be expected that the present study will make some theoretical and practical contributions. Theoretically speaking, this study is expected to enrich knowledge in the linguistic field; namely, it highlights the strategies of topic management that are used by the patients and which one of these strategy are affected by the disease. The outcomes of this study have practical implications for how to engage with and support people with dementia. By being aware of
these challenges, caregivers, healthcare professionals, and communication partners should modify their communication strategies. Additionally, it is comparable to communication partner education programs that can be highly helpful in promoting effective topic management and person-centered communication. There have been no studies conducted by Iraqi researchers that dealt with topic management to analyze dementia patients' speech. And globally, no studies have dealt with this topic in research articles; only Mentis et al. (1995) investigated "Discourse topic management in senile dementia of the Alzheimer’s type". Moreover, the researcher finds that prior to this study, no attention was paid to how the dementia patients managed the topics they engaged in and, especially, which strategies of topic management they are able to use and which ones they are not able to use. Moreover, the model of this study consists of four strategies for topic management.

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1 Key Words

2.1.1 Dementia: A Clinical Syndrome

Dementia is a clinical syndrome, which is a grouping of symptoms and other characteristics that occur together and make sense as a pattern rather than a singular disease in and of itself. There are numerous causes for the dementia syndrome; some are more prevalent than others. Recent scientific and other advancements have questioned the boundaries of the syndrome and the way it is divided (Dening & Thomas, 2013).

The most frequent symptoms of dementia in the early stages are memory loss in relation to recent events and trouble finding words (Taylor & Thomas, 2013). Greater memory loss and linguistic problems become apparent as the disease worsens. This makes it difficult to carry out daily tasks like shopping, handling money, and finding the way around. Other symptoms, such as anxiousness and a lack of drive, could exist. According to Steinberg et al. (2008), the disease's symptoms typically get worse as it advances.

2.1.2 Topic Management

As proposed by Burns and Joyce (as cited in Paltridge (2000)), topic management involves awareness of how speakers deal with changes
in a topic, how they maintain a topic, and how they fix the relationship when a misunderstanding occurs. However, because the topic itself is such an important unit of conversation, the management of topics, including the transition from one to another, is likewise accomplished in a systematic and orderly manner, just as the organization of a sequence, action, and other conversational elements are.

In general, there are several places where participants can monitor and manage topics. These places are: where participants are generating a topic in a segmented way (topic initiation), where participants are shifting topics (topic shifting), and where they are trying to terminate a topic (topic end) (Yang, 2019). As a result, topic management can be summarized into four strategies:

![Figure 1: Strategies of Topic Management](image)

2.1.2.1 Topic Initiation

As demonstrated by Button and Casey (1985), various acts and linguistic structures can be used to introduce a topic. For instance, a speaker might ask a question to introduce a subject (such as, “How's Peter doing?”) or make a statement (such as, “I finally received my new car”). Nakane (2014) notes that participants might ask “questions and initiate the first pair components of adjacency pairs.”
(p. 13), for example:
A: Have you ever heard about Mysterious pyramid?
B: yeah.

2.1.2.2 Topic Development

Leo and Thomas (1998) suggest that speakers can influence topic development by asking questions to keep the flow of the conversation, for instance:
A: who was your first teacher here?
B: mrs healey
A: mrs lucy in reception.
B: yeah
A: and then who?
B: we’ve just gone through all the teachers John
A: yes John (p. 13)

2.1.2.3 Topic Change

Greatbach (1986) demonstrates that certain speakers “are unable to shift from one topic or topical line to another” (as cited in Haworth, 2006, p. 3). While according to Shuy (2005), the speakers purposefully use their authority by “bringing up a topic, then changing it before the other person has an opportunity to respond” (p. 34), such as:
A: what time is this flight to Paris?
B: I think it is on……..
A: How are you?

2.1.2.4 Topic End

Heydon (2005, pp.115-6) believes that speakers have the ability to pose questions, direct the course of the dialogue, and eventually decide to end the interaction process:
A: what did you do over the weekend? I think you went to the party, right.

Therefore, dementia patients have difficulty constructing an informative and coherent narrative. Besides, their narratives are often repetitive with frequent topic changes (Kempler & Goral, 2008). Hence, patients with dementia eventually become less adept
at managing conversations or introducing topics. They gradually increase the repetition of words, phrases, or stories (Guendouzi & Davis, 2013) and they become less able to change the topic of a conversation. For example, they may “introduce new topics, maintain existing topics, and contribute to existing themes, shifting topics more abruptly” (March et al., 2006, p. 313). Mentis et al. (1995) assert that it is difficult for those patients to introduce and change topics in a way that is active and coherent throughout the conversation (as cited in Caramelli et al., 1998, p. 468).

Other studies, such as Rousseaux et al. (2010), highlight the difficulties of topic management, particularly when shifting topics and bringing in new information. In addition, the patient would be better able to manage topic selection and management, topic shifting, and turn-taking in a relatively unstructured situation (group conversation) as opposed to a more formal setting of language evaluation.

2.2 Clinical Discourse Analysis

Clinical discourse analysis is a term used to describe language behavior analysis observed in clinical contexts (Asp & De Villiers, 2010). They state that clinical research on language behavior covers clearly defined disciplines that deal with syntax, vocabulary, phonology, conversational skills, and coherence. The main focus of clinical discourse analysis is on natural language behavior and all aspects of language use. This kind of analysis “explores the multivariate features.” (p.4)

Simon (1985) states that language abilities can be assessed from the functional rather than structural point of view. The functional perspective would have to focus on language behavior above the level of the structures of the sentences. He further confirms that language functions are governed by certain variables as “speaker intent, physical setting, verbal context, social context, style and apparently universal principles of communication such as the need for cooperation” (p.169). It is essential therefore, to take the behaviours from real situations involving real discourses to be analysed.
To be clinical discourse analysis, the behaviours selected for the analysis should have clinical relevance in order to test and identify language misconduct in real context and in order for the results not to be artificial (Simon, 1985).

In identifying problematic behaviours that affect the functionality of communication interactions it is necessary to collect a realistic data that are monitored by clinicians. Simon (1985) states two points concerning the selection of clinical data:

First, language sampling allows for holistic evaluation rather than viewing language as consisting of discourse and isolated units, and it preserves the intentionality of the communicative situation. Second, language samples are obtained in relatively open communicative settings (p. 170).

2.3 Related Works

There have been no studies conducted by Iraqi researchers that dealt with topic management to analyze dementia patients' speech. And globally, no studies have dealt with this topic in research articles; only Mentis et al. (1995) investigated "Discourse topic management in senile dementia of the Alzheimer’s type". The aim of the study was to give a thorough assessment of the topic management abilities of a group of subjects with Alzheimer's-related senile dementia (SDAT) and to compare their topic management patterns to those of a normal elderly (NE) subject group. The researcher used a modified version of the multidimensional topic coherence analysis developed by Mentis and Prutting (1991). Besides, the findings showed that there were substantial variations between the SDAT and NE individuals along a number of topic introduction and maintenance parameters.

Moreover, the researcher finds that prior to this study, no attention was paid to how the dementia patients managed the topics they engaged in and, especially, which strategies of topic management they are able to use and which ones they are not able to use. Further, the model of this study consists of four strategies for topic management.
3. The Analytical Part

3.1 Methodology of the Study

The researchers use a qualitative research design as a beneficial way to collect adequate data for the studied topic. The qualitative aspect is represented by locating the topic management strategies in the speeches of dementia patients. Moreover, the researchers use the sampling strategy as a maximum variation approach (Coyne, 1997). This strategy is purposely used because almost all interviews have the same strategies of topic management and almost all patients with dementia have the same general knowledge and a large spectrum of experiences. Out of (20) interviews collected for the purpose of this study, only (5) are selected to be a good representative sample. They are collected from Guendouzi and Savage's (2017) as real situation conversations collected to be studied from different perspectives other than topic management.

To deal with the nature of the information under examination and to answer the study's questions, the researchers have adopt an eclectic model that involves four topic management strategies, including initiating of (Button & Casey, 1985), developing of (Leo & Thomas, 1998), changing of (Greatbach, 1986), and ending the topic of (Heydon, 2005) to find out whether those patients are fully capable of following these strategies during conversing with others or partially.

3.2 Data Analysis

3.2.1 Data analysis

Conversation (1)

(R is the interviewer, E is a patient with Dementia)
R: it’s got some interesting neighborhoods though I found the last time I was there. Different little niches in town, it’s not just big buildings (laugh)
E: I haven’t even. I haven’t bothered to look around like that (looks confused)
R: (laughs) too busy probably huh?
E: well, my honey is a driver (looks at researcher with a knowing look)
R: oh (smiles and nods)
E: she drives
R: oh, you’re lucky (laughs)

(Guendouzi & Savage, 2017, p. 329)

In the conversation described above, the interviewer (R) speaks with a dementia patient (E) about a city where the patient had previously resided and worked. E no longer works and has visual difficulties, so he needs to rely on his wife to transport him everywhere and take him outside.

Topic management: the patient responds to the worker’s first statements by saying I haven’t even. I haven’t bothered to look around like that; he tries to develop the same topic by admitting that he never notices the buildings surrounding him this way, may be due to lack of concentration.

When the interviewer tries to end the topic by justifying to him by saying too busy probably huh?, the patient changes the topic totally and shifts it to his wife saying My honey is a driver. As such, he is unable to cope with the interviewer and focuses on the topics that attract him most or that of emotional value for him like his honey wife.

Finally, the patient ends the conversation when he repeats his statement, She drives. By and large, dementia patients are known to have difficulty constructing an informative and coherent narrative as well as initiation of the topic, but this is partially true in this conversation; the patient has a limited ability of developing the topic, and practices topic change and end despite his language impairment of dementia.

**Conversation (2)**
(F is a patient with Dementia, J is an interviewer)
F: is it Friday?
J: It’s Friday today
F: really?
J: hmm
F: I never know what day it is, a Monday or anything here is the date (appears distressed).
J: hmm (light laugh) that’s because when you don’t work anymore you don’t have to worry do you? about what day is what when you don’t work anymore you have to- you don’t need to worry about what day is what
F: yeah.
F: they don’t - they don’t change their for this you know.
J: did you have a good Christmas?
F: pardon?
J: did you have a good Christmas?
F: what we- what were talk
J: did you have a good Christmas
F: well, alright?
(Guendouzi & Savage, 2017, p. 331)

Because there aren’t any required tasks or events linked to the passage of time for which the dementia patient is accountable in the nursing home, many dementia patients in nursing homes can’t recall the common time and date markers that are found in the outside world. Subsequently, a woman with dementia (F) from the prior conversation asks the interviewer (J) if it is Friday.

Topic management: Since the patient lives in a nursing home, she never knows what day it is, so she asks the worker about the day to initiate the topic. She then elaborates the topic by stating, I never know what day it ……. She tries to explain the cause of her inability to distinguish between the days, thus the patient tries to develop the topic. The interviewer makes an effort to calm down the patient’s anxiety by reminding her that since she no longer works, she does not need to worry about the day or the time. The patient affirms, Yeah, but the interviewer tries to change the topic by asking about Christmas because she does not get what the patient is trying to say in her response Pardon? The interviewer then repeats her question, but the patient replies what we- what were talk. Thus, the patient struggles to adjust the unexpected change in the topic. Then, the interviewer asks her a question for a third time, and the patient responds, well, alright, because she does not seem to be able to retain information in short memory for a long period of time when she says what we- what were talk. Consequently, the patient manages the topic well and responds to inquiries about the situations
in which the patient initiates and develops the topic, but it is obvious that the patient has trouble comprehending what the interviewer is saying and cannot change the topic or end it.

**Conversation (3)**

(F is a patient with Dementia, J is an interviewer)

F: my brother (sniffs) but my brother w- would like me to come out waiting me just being. being kept well an everything

J: mhm

F: and my own brother

J: what’s your brother’s name?

F: my brother….my brother

J: where does your brother live,

F: ah (sighs) oh dear

J: York?

F: no?

J: oh doesn’t live in York …. does he live in Castlebridge?

F: no? there …oh it had been taken away with me, and they want

J: ahh right who took it away?

F: I get

J: what’ve you done to your leg

F: who?

(Guendouzi & Savage, 2017, p. 334)

In the aforementioned sample, the dementia patient (F) has been transferred to an unfamiliar nursing home lobby area while her usual recreational area is being cleaned. She pretends as if she's being taken to a waiting area where she'll meet her brother, who she assumes is going to be late.

Topic management: the patient makes a statement in order to initiate the topic of waiting for her brother, which is my brother (sniffs), but m..........but She seems unable to develop the topic, especially when she says and my own brother, my brother. Besides, again she is unable to develop the topic because she is unable to remember her brother’s name and the city where he lives, as well as, what she wants to say in her utterance: no? There, oh, it had been taken.... Likewise, the patient is not able to change the topic; this can be seen in her utterance, They want me to make… Briefly, despite that the
patient initiates the topic by making a claim, she is unable to further developing, changing and ending the topic.

Conversation (4)

(Ms A. is a woman with Dementia, R is the interviewer)

R: so you used to teach?  
Ms A: yes it in ….oh somewhere in South America  
R: oh that must have been interesting what were the kids like?  
Ms A: well you know children (face tilts to one side)  
R: hmm yes I can imagine (smiles)  
Ms A: you had to be strict …. make them work hard (shakes her finger)  
R: yes that’s true …. what did you teach?  
Ms A: well you know everything…a bit of math or reading  
R: mhm the usual …… were you in a city or the country  
Ms A: well we were out there ….. you know in the trees  
R: nice was it warm?  
Ms A: Oh yes warm  
R: that must have been an interesting job.

(Guendouzi & Savage, 2017, p. 339)

Throughout the above conversation, Ms. A is a woman with dementia mentions to the interviewer (R) that she was a teacher. It is a common conversational topic that she seems to utilize to both keep the discussion going and to represent a more socially active personality than her present circumstances suggests A competent and socially accepted professional identity for (Ms. A) is discursively produced as a result of the exchanges between the interviewer (R) and (Ms. A) using question-answer pairs.

Topic management: The matter is brought up by the interviewer by asking about the patient’s former employment, and even though the interviewer does not ask. It is the patient who develops the topic by responding in accord and mentions her career of teaching and the location as South America. Afterwards, the interviewer continues to raise questions and asks the patient about her students; the patient then responds that she must be strict and make her students work hard. While the interviewer presses her for further information when inquiring the patient about her area of specialization, she replies that she is proficient in both math and reading. Finally, she responds
with her nation when the interviewer asks where she used to live. To sum up, even though the patient is unable to initiate, change, or end the topic, the patient has nonetheless developed it since the interviewer asks and she responds.

**Conversation 5**
(JR is a man with dementia)
JR: I just happen to meet her one weekend.
JR: She gone [stands up walks in place with exaggerated arm movement].
JR: She was [moves hands around in air] just somewhere else.
JR: Where I was kinda living there [laughs].
JR: Anyways and I thought Oh wow [gestures hand over heart in a heart beating motion].
JR: And she said “I like him very much.”
JR: “I want to be a you know wanted to be a I want to help...
JR: Work in a you know [gestures giving a shot in his upper arm]”
JR: And as time…
JR: And she was only in grade 11 at the time when I was in University.
JR: But then she said she wanted “I’m gonna be a nurse and go down in Hamilton”.
JR: And I thought that was good ‘cuz I knew where that was.

(Guendouzi & Savage, 2017, p. 368)

In the conversation shown above, a question regarding how JR, a dementia patient, met his wife is asked.

**Topic management:** When the patient is asked how he met his wife, he immediately starts talking about her, which leads to developing the topic where he shares additional details about their first encounter and how she likes him and wants to be with him. In addition, the patient continues to assert that his wife wants to be a nurse and that she was in the eleventh grade while he was at college. However, in brief, the patient is capable of developing the topic but cannot initiate, change or end it.

### 3.2.2 Results and Discussion

According to the findings of analyzing of the above five conversations, it is found that some patients have shown their ability
to use certain strategies while others are unable to employ some of these strategies. The frequencies of distribution of the strategies are summarized by the researchers in the table below to support the analysis:

Table 1 Strategies of Topic Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Topic Management Strategies</th>
<th>Able</th>
<th>Unable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Topic Initiation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Topic Development</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Topic Change</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Topic End</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the first strategy of topic management, topic initiation, which occurs five times. The patients fail to use it three times while using it successfully twice. This shows that patients with dementia most often lack the ability to ask questions or make statements, which is why they are unable to use this strategy. Contrary to the first strategy, the topic initiation, the topic development strategy is used successfully four times by the patients, and it involves asking questions or making statements to maintain the flow of the conversation; while patients fail to use this strategy only once.

Concerning the third strategy, topic change, the patients most frequently fail to bring up a topic and then change it before the other person has a chance to answer; as a result, the patients are unable to utilize this strategy four times but only succeed in using it once. Similarly, in the fourth strategy, topic end, for which the patients do not have the ability to pose questions, direct the course of the conversation, and eventually decide to end the interaction process. Then, after using this strategy just once, the patients are unable to apply it four times.

To discuss these results, the very first strategy that patients can employ is topic development, which they use four out of five examples, demonstrating that they have the capacity to pose
questions or make statements in order to keep the conversation moving forward. Topic initiation, in contrast to other strategies, demonstrates that patients frequently lack the ability to ask questions or make statements since they are unable to use it three out of five times. Additionally, the patients are unable to employ the topics change strategy, as seen by the fact that they do so only once, failing to do it four out of five times. This shows that they are unable to bring up a topic and then change it before the other person has a chance to respond. Lastly, when it comes to the topic end, the patients are also unable to employ it in their speech, showing that speakers are unable to ask questions, control the flow of the conversation, and eventually decide when to finish the interaction process. Finally, although patients with dementia can develop topics of their conversation, they are unable to initiate, change, or end the topic. This means that dementia patients are not totally unable to manage a conversation. They partially fail to do so but sometimes they are qualified in topic management.

4. Conclusions

4.1 Which topic management strategies are fully used?

Usually dementia patients have trouble presenting a clear and informative story. Besides, they frequently change topics and repeat themselves in their narratives. Therefore, people with dementia finally become less effective at leading discussions or presenting topics.

4.2 Which topic management strategies are partially used?

This research proves that patients with dementia are sometimes capable of managing topics and maintaining a conversation according to the topic management strategies developed for the purpose of this study. Therefore, they partially fail and partially succeed.
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